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        ***Chalet Hotel SPA in the heart of the Aravis Massif 

        In Haute-Savoie, between Geneva and Chamonix 30 minutes from Annecy Lake, the aptly named Hotel Beau Site, an authentic calm and homely eco-lodge.

		  The majesty of the mountains, an ideal location, a family tradition, a picturesque village ... that of Saint-Jean-de-Sixt ... 

		  The hotel ... a cozy chalet where you will spend happy days in the heart of a natural environment.

		  You are at the hotel Beau Site, Stéphane and Frederic, third generation of hoteliers to perpetuate a friendly and family welcome.

		  A site that you will appreciate in the summer: rambling or sporting excursions, famous passes to climb by bike or motorbike, privileged stops on the route of the Alps, swimming and boating on the lake Annecy ... and in winter, snowshoeing, snow-fun inthe nearby ski area of Clusaz / Manigod and Grand-Bornand. 

		  At your disposal 15 homely rooms with their well-established Savoyard character, 7 apartments, a restaurant with panoramic views, a bar, a shaded terrace, a wellness area with sauna, hammam, Jacuzzi, massages and a 30 m² reception room that can be privatized (cocktail, meeting, seminar ....). 

		  A pleasant space for your holidays in lush greenery with heated pool open in the summer season.

		  Being concerned with the preservation of the environment, the hotel is committed to eco-responsible tourism: selective waste separation, composting, wood-fired boilers ...
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        Bedrooms

        Behind the facade of the chalet hotel Beau Site, 15 warm and comfortable rooms are decorated in the mountain style. The wood, the warm fabrics, the whitewashed walls give the interiors a cozy atmosphere and a soft atmosphere ...

        Discover  

    

  



  

  
    
    
      
        Spa & Wellness


        An outdoor pool heated to 27 ° C in summer, and surrounded by a pretty terrace in a park ... Ideal to relax after a beautiful summer hike, it is the joy of children.  

        Discover  
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      Special offers

      Enjoy exclusive offers for your stays and weekends in Franche-Comté

that you find only direct on our official website with the guarantee of the best prices.
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          Premium evening stopover        

      
      
          
          Package for the business traveler, including 1 meal (excluding drinks), 1 night in a single room and 1 breakfast."Mountain" category room with a balcony or a view, access to the spa. aperitif, wine...        
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      Découvrir  
      
      

      
        
          Gite Fauvette - 60m² - 2 bedrooms - 6/7 pers - 2nd floor        

      
      
          
          Very spacious, the apartment enjoys a breathtaking view over the valley of Thônes.        
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          Double Room        

      
      
          
          Double bed: mountain room, cozy comfort and solid furniture, with shower room and toilet, 1 double bed for 2 people.        
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      Services
 
        & equipment of the hotel
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      Activities

      Discover Saint-Jean-de-Sixt

    

  

  

  
        
      
        
          
            Geneva          

          Discover  
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            Annecy          
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    Visite virtuelle

    


 

 

	  

	   
  

   
    
    
    
  
      

  






 
   Hotel

        
     
   Check-in : 13h00 - 21h30
Check-out : 8h00 - 11h00


   	

	






  
    
      
        HOTEL BEAU-SITE      

      
        125 Route du Danay        

         74450 ST JEAN DE SIXT      

    

  




   Tel:
    +33(0)4 50 02 24 04    

    
    hotelbeausite@hotmail.com     
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    Legal information     | 
    Plan du site     | 
    Charte vie privée  

  Site by SAMM Agence Web 




    
    





  





 









        
           



    
    


    


